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1. What Is Biblical Faith?

“There are two ways of looking at the world: through faith and superstition or through the rigors of logic, observation, and evidence—in other words through reason.”¹ So says outspoken atheist Richard Dawkins. This type of thinking regarding faith and reason has become predominant in our culture, though such a concept is completely foreign to the pages of Scripture and historical Christianity. As Christian thinker Edward Feser notes, “Faith is not emotional; it is rather an act of the will. And again, not because faith contradicts reason, for it doesn’t. Rather, faith in God…is nothing less than the will to follow reason’s lead when emotion might incline us to doubt.”² Hence, biblical faith is better understood as an active trust in the authority of what God has said.

It is not unlike what takes place when we visit a doctor. We would not take the medical advice of a random stranger on the street. Rather, we seek out trained and credentialed medical professionals who have proven they are knowledgeable about the workings of the human body. Given their training, they have access to information about our health to which we do not have access. Thus, when they provide a diagnosis we choose to trust them and do what they say or not. The facts that they have been trained by competent schools, have been properly credentialed, and maybe even come highly recommended by others give us reason to confidently place our trust in them.

What are the reasons, the “preambles of faith,” that should lead one to place one’s trust in the God of the Bible? In the pages of this booklet you will get a taste of a complete apologetic for Christianity. Apologetics comes from the Greek word apologia meaning “to give a defense.” It is simply loving people enough to answer their honest questions. This resource, based on the distinctive philosophical approach and apologetic methodology taught at Southern Evangelical Seminary (SES), contains the overview of a brief but complete argument for the truthfulness of Christianity. The views of the seminary have
been variously labeled as Classical Realism, Philosophical Realism, Scholastic Realism, Thomistic Realism, and Thomism (named for the thirteenth century Christian thinker Thomas Aquinas). Building upon certain central points from Aristotle, Thomism begins with the common sense experiences of sensible (physical) reality and shows, by a process of philosophical reasonings, that certain things must be metaphysically true of reality as such.

It is our desire that you will study the arguments, investigate the endnotes, and begin your journey of knowing why Christianity is true so that you can either put your trust in Jesus Christ for the first time or be equipped to communicate to others your convictions in a winsome and respectful way (1 Pet. 3:15; Jude 3). Far from being a blind leap in the dark, faith, in the biblical sense, is simply a step of trust in light of the evidence.

For those of you who are ready to go even deeper in your Christian thinking, please consider the many ways SES can help you be equipped. From our free mobile app, to our free SES Academy self-study courses, to certificate programs, to undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral degrees, SES can meet you where you are on your journey. Visit www.SES.edu to learn more about how you can receive vital training for evangelism and discipleship to reach a post-Christian culture.

2. Can We Know Anything for Sure?

Many today fail to see the importance of grounding their reasoning process in reality in spite of the fact that whatever is not based on reality is un-reality, in other words unreal. The slippery slope of subjectivism and relativism is the result of such “reasoning” manufactured in the imaginations of the mind rather than in reality, on Truth. This distinction is especially important for Christians who desire to share their reasonable faith. Sadly, subjectivism has crept its way into the church with the assumption that we do not need to defend our faith with reason; we only need the Bible.

Despite the claims of subjectivism and “blind” faith, one of the most fundamental ob-
servations anyone can make of physical reality is that it changes, and yet something about it remains the same. This observation is the first step in a complete apologetic for Christianity. What remains the same in this physical piece of reality is its essence. What changes are called accidental properties. We can observe anything in reality, natural or man-made, for example a real tree, and see that it changes over time—grows larger, develops branches, colorful leaves, etc.—and yet it remains the same tree such that it is distinguishable from all the other trees. Its change is accounted for by the principles of actuality (act) and potentiality (potency) that are present in all created things. Actuality is the existence of some thing. Potentiality accounts for the capacity of some thing to change or become other than what it is. Change could be substantial, in that I could destroy the tree and it could no longer exist. Or it could be accidental, such as cutting off a limb. The change could be internal, such as its growing a new limb, or the change could be external if I cut the tree down.

Everything in the world that we experience is a composition of form (actuality)—or what something is—and matter (potentiality to change) that individuates the form to be this thing and not that thing. For example, a cat is a cat because of its form or catness (what it is), and its matter individuates it to be this cat as opposed to that cat. Matter, as used here, should not be equated with physical matter, and form should not be equated with the shape of something. Instead, these are principles found in things or substances. As already explained, there are things essential and accidental to a particular substance. Something essential cannot be removed without changing what it is. Something accidental
could be otherwise and would not change what something is. For example, it is essential to the nature of a cat that it be an animal nature. If that is changed or removed somehow, it ceases to be a cat. But it is accidental if the size and color of the cat change. Despite the change, it stays a cat. Such a description is possible for every created thing from the smallest subatomic particle to the largest galaxies.

We come to know reality in an act of existence, in other words by its actual existence. This knowing relates to its form (essence) and its matter (potential to change). The form of something is related to its actuality. Again, form is what something is (i.e., an essence). For example, a cat has the form of catness, and a dog has the form of dogness. Matter is related to the individual potentiality (to change). It is that which individuates an essence to be this cat or that cat. The form of a substance is immaterial. The matter of a substance is what individuates the essence to be a particular thing that gives it extension in space, which is limited to its form. We can say a dog is not a cat because of their different form or essence. We can say this cat is not that cat because of their different matter or individuation of matter.

**The Process of Knowing**

The soul is the substantial form of the human body. The way in which we know something is by its form, which is united to matter. We know things via our five senses. Since the form of a substance is immaterial, it is able to enter our mind, and we are able to know the thing, know the form extracted (in our mind) from its matter, as it is in itself. Contrary to what some philosophers have proposed throughout history, the form that enters the mind is not a different substance or copy of the substance that comes to exist in the mind of the knower. Rather, the same form that is united with matter unites with the mind of the knower; in a sense the knower and the thing known become one.

Once the form enters our minds, in an act of existence, our internal senses combine all
the available external sensitive input. Our intellect is able to extract the universal *catness*, for example, from the particular cat. We are able to form mental images (phantasms) of particulars by using the internal senses combined with other intellective powers such as remembrance and the abstracted universal. We are able to make judgments and form concepts and ideas about the known thing. All of this and much more happens effortlessly, almost without awareness.

This process of knowing can be applied to sensible reality and to the interpretation of any text or spoken word. We come to know a written or spoken word the same way we come to know any other thing in sensible reality. First, the author or speaker has an idea. Meaning exists as form (immaterially) in the mind of the author/speaker. The author/speaker causes a text to exist by imposing form (meaning) upon language (combining it with matter) to create a text or spoken word in sensible reality. The speaker expresses his thought, then the mind of the reader or hearer extracts the form (meaning) from the text or spoken word in reality through the senses, and then the meaning is processed by the intellect. In this way a reader or hearer is able to know the meaning that is in the text or spoken words.¹

**Why is This Important?**

All humans have the same nature/essence; therefore, all human intellects have the same basic capacities. Since the forms in reality are the same as what comes to exist in the human mind, what something *is* is determined by reality and not the knower. This is what we mean by truth. Truth is that which corresponds to its object, or, more specifically, truth is the conforming of the intellect to reality. Knowledge, meaning, and the intended purpose of all things are grounded in reality and are objectively verifiable. This explanation supports all human endeavors in the sciences and humanities and particularly makes Christian apologetics, theology, and ethics worthy endeavors.
This unity of existence between intellect and reality is the basis for the two extremely important great apologetic goals: to demonstrate the existence of God and to demonstrate the historical truth that God raised Jesus of Nazareth from the dead.

### 3. Does God Exist?

Since humans can know truths about the world, we are able to conclude, for example, that “some thing exists” is an undeniable statement about our act of knowing physical reality. Every form of extreme skepticism is self-defeating and necessarily false. It is on this undeniable knowledge of some thing’s existing that we can reason from effect to cause and see that even the most mundane object we encounter can lead us to truth about the existence and nature of God. As SES professor Richard Howe says, “There is nowhere the unbeliever can hide in all reality where he is not standing on some ground that can be shown to point to its Creator.”

There are many popular lines of thinking, both scientific and philosophical, showing that theism is true; that is, there exists a God who is separate from, yet active in, His creation. To once again take a cue from Howe, note that there are several arguments for God based on the coming to be of the universe at some time in the finite past and several arguments for God based on the current existing of the universe here and now. First, there are the Kalam-type cosmological arguments that go something like this:

1. Whatever begins to exist has a cause.
2. The universe began to exist.
3. Therefore, the universe has a cause.

Premise one is taken as self-evident since nothing can create itself. Premise two is supported by various lines of evidence from standard big bang cosmology showing the universe exploded into existence a finite time ago. It is also supported by the argument that since it is impossible to traverse an infinite number of anything, we would never have
arrived at today if a prior infinite number of moments must have been traversed in order for today to occur. Therefore, it is concluded that if all time, space, matter, and energy began to exist, then the ultimate cause must be beyond time, outside of space, immaterial, and incredibly powerful. This sounds a lot like what we mean by God.

Similarly, another coming-to-be type argument is based on the apparent design found throughout the universe. The argument goes like this:

1. Every design has a designer.
2. The universe and biological life itself appear to be designed.
3. Therefore, the universe and biological life itself must have a designer.

Once again, the first premise seems self-evident. In addition, it is difficult to argue with the fact that nature certainly displays various levels of complexity that seem to indicate the need for a designer. From the various cosmological constants that make our universe possible—known as the anthropic principle—to the information encoded on DNA and the amazing molecular “machines” found in microscopic organisms, our observations of this world seem to reveal to us the products of a master designer. Combined with other arguments, this thinking also points to God as the mind behind it all. The reader can refer to other resources, such as Norman Geisler and Frank Turek’s *I Don’t Have Enough Faith to Be an Atheist*, for the specifics.

There are, however, potential shortcomings to arguments based solely on the coming to be of the universe. Such arguments tend to be based on current, though often disputable, scientific findings from which one must extrapolate philosophical conclusions about their cause. What happens if the scientific consensus changes, and how does one know that the cause to which these arguments point is still existing and active in the world today? Is the cause actually God or just a really powerful finitely existing thing of some sort? Is there only one cause or are multiple causes responsible for the universe? As philosopher Joseph Owens observes,
Other arguments [such as the ones given above] may vividly suggest the existence of God, press it home eloquently to human consideration, and for most people provide much greater spiritual and religious aid than difficult metaphysical [i.e., the branch of philosophy that studies being/existence] demonstration. But on the philosophical level these arguments are open to rebuttal and refutation, for they are not philosophically cogent. Remaining on the side of the nature of any observable object or event, one reaches cogently no further than a finite nature or agent. Only from the starting point of its existence, which is not a nature in the finite thing, does the human mind encounter…a path for cogent reasoning to existence as a nature, that is, to the existence of God.²

Following the thought of Thomas Aquinas, a more insightful and robust argument can be constructed based upon the current existing of any aspect of physical reality. Consider the following syllogism:

1. Whatever is composed requires a composer.
2. Every aspect of physical reality is composed.
3. Therefore, every aspect of physical reality must have a composer.

As with the other arguments above, the first premise is self-evident. Whatever exists as a composition of parts must be composed by something else since nothing can create itself. But why think every aspect of physical reality is composed? As an example, consider the tree outside your window. You are able to observe the tree via your senses and judge that it is actually in being. That is, you determine it actually exists. Given your experience with trees, you know that the tree you are observing has not always existed and that it could cease to exist if, say, someone were to send it through a wood chipper. You also know that the tree has been changing over time, whether that means it has grown, changed colors, lost its leaves, produced fruit, or what have you. In other words, there are many potential
ways the tree could change.

The act of being is something all existing things have in common, but not all existing things are the same being. The tree is not the dog, the dog is not the cat, and the cat is not you. The tree is even different from other existing trees. The fact that existing things like trees change in certain ways points to the potency with which an act of existing must be conjoined that limits the act and forms an actually existing composed thing. One should be careful not to consider the notions of actuality and potentiality as really existing independent things themselves, but rather as the two principles by which limited beings actually exist. As philosopher Henri Grenier puts it,

FINITE BEING [I.E., PHYSICAL REALITY] IS LIMITED, AND THEREFORE HAS TWO INTRINSIC CONSTITUENTS: THE PERFECTION OF BEING AND THE LIMITATION OF THIS PERFECTION. BUT THE LIMITATION OF THE PERFECTION OF BEING DOES NOT DERIVE FROM THIS PERFECTION, BECAUSE IT IS ITS NEGATION; AND IT CANNOT COME FROM NON-BEING, BECAUSE NON-BEING IS NOTHING. CONSEQUENTLY THE LIMITATION OF THE PERFECTION OF BEING MUST DERIVE FROM SOME POSITIVE LIMITING PRINCIPLE WHICH IS REALLY DISTINCT FROM ACT, I.E., FROM PERFECTION, THAT IS TO SAY, IT MUST DERIVE FROM POTENCY. ³

EVERYTHING THAT EXISTS IS EITHER PURE ACT—PURE AND UNLIMITED BEING ITSELF—OR IT IS NECESSARILY A COMPOSITE OF ACTUALITY AND POTENTIALITY. EVERY ASPECT OF PHYSICAL REALITY,
whether we are talking about a tree, a man, a dog, or a shoe, is limited in being. That is, it exists as this thing (not another), at this time (not another), in this location (not another), with these traits (not others) and has the potential to change in a variety of ways. It is not pure and unlimited being itself. If it were, it would have no limiting potency that makes it one thing rather than another. Nor would it have the potential for change of any kind. Hence, every aspect of physical reality is necessarily a composite of act and potency. Regarding the relation between these two principles, Feser says,

A potential is always a potential for a certain kind of actuality; for example, potential gooeyness is just the potential to be actually gooey. Furthermore, potency cannot exist on its own, but only in combination with act; hence there is no such thing as potential gooeyness existing all by itself, but only in something like an actual rubber ball. It is incoherent to speak of something as both existing and being purely potential, with no actuality whatsoever. But it is not incoherent to speak of something as being purely actual, with no potentiality at all [emphasis in original].

The terms existence and essence are also used to refer to the specific act/potency composition of things. Essence, or what a thing is, is the limiting potency with which an act of existence is combined to form an actually existing thing. We can know what something is (its essence) without knowing whether it is (its existence). Think about a Tyrannosaurus Rex or a unicorn. You can know what those things are (their essences) without knowing anything about their actual extra-mental existence. Therefore, existence and essence (as well as act and potency as we have seen) are really distinct principles in limited beings. Anything with existence as its essence would be Pure Act and not a limited composite being. This means that the act of existing cannot be part of the essence of a limited being. That would be like saying potential, which does not exist by itself, gives rise to the act
of existing, which is incoherent. In other words, a tree is not the kind of thing that exists of itself.

Furthermore, we know the act of existing cannot be a property of a limited thing since properties are the consequences of an actually existing thing, and a thing’s properties cannot exist prior to the thing itself. Therefore, the act of existing can be neither an essential part of a thing nor a property since, if either were the case, a thing would have to exist prior to its act of existing, which is a contradiction. It follows that every composition of act and potency, and thus every aspect of physical reality, must have a cause, a composer, outside itself. Professor James Dolezal puts it like this,

> Expressed negatively, composition entails that the composite thing be a dependent effect that is in some sense in the process of becoming and is not wholly self-identifying. In short, a composite being is a creature… No potency perfects itself or gives itself actuality; this comes to potency from a corresponding principle of act. Indeed, potency is only properly understood when conceived in composition with act… [emphasis in original].

To see why this ultimate composer, this ultimate “corresponding principle of act,” must be the theistic God, consider an analogy of sorts. Imagine a brilliantly gifted musician arranging a complicated piano composition. There is a seemingly infinite number of ways the music could potentially be arranged in the mind of the musician. Yet, once the musician decides on a particular arrangement the piano composition becomes limited to that song and not another. Still, at this point, the music only exists in the mind of the musician. It is not until the musician begins to play the piano that the composition is actualized for all to enjoy.

Notice something very important about this analogy. The audible music only exists
outside the mind of the musician as long as the piano is being played. Once the musician stops playing, the music stops as well. In other words, the musician must join the potential music in his mind with his actual playing of the music at every moment the song is heard if it is to be heard at all.

If someone were to ask, “From where is that music coming?,” it would not suffice to answer, “From the song sheet.” There is nothing in the arrangements of the notes themselves that have the power to be heard. Nor would it help to reply, “The piano is making the music.” Both the piano and the song sheet are only intermediate causes that can do nothing by themselves to make music. When considering in this way the source of the music that is currently playing, we are examining an essentially ordered causal series. That is, unlike the accidental causal relationship between a father who begets a son, who begets a son, and so on where the current existing of any son is not dependent on the current existing of the father, an essentially ordered causal series stands or falls with a primary and simultaneous cause of the entire series here and now. In an essentially ordered series there cannot be an infinite chain or loop of composed causes, each requiring its own composer \textit{ad infinitum}, or the effect in question would never exist here and now. Similarly, it would not do to explain your hearing of beautiful music by merely appealing to sheet music or a piano, even an infinitely long piece of sheet music being played on an infinitely long piano. Without a musician, there would be no music. Necessarily, there must be a musician with the power to actually play the music in order for the music to be heard and enjoyed.

This is just an analogy of course. In reality, the musician in this example can only arrange and play a complicated piano composition because he actually exists. Why does he, as a limited being himself, exist here and now? It cannot be because of his parents since his parents could long be dead but he still exist. Neither can it be because of his essence as a human being. As we have seen, existence, or actuality, is not a part or property of the essence of a limited being. Nor can it be because of any more basic constituents of
physical reality (i.e., atoms, quarks, strings, etc.) since such particles would themselves be limited compositions of act and potency in need of a composer.

Hence, the piano can only produce the music because the musician is playing it. The musician can only play the piano because of the firing of certain motor neurons causing his muscles to move. The firing of certain motor neurons causing his muscles to move only occurs because of the musician’s will to move his fingers and compose the music in the first place. He can only use his will “by the soul, [and] the soul by that being from which it has received its [essence], and which is keeping that [essence] in existence.”7 This too is an essentially ordered causal series. If any link in the series is removed there would be no music nor any person to play it at this moment. Therefore, in order for the musician, or any physical thing, to exist here and now there must be something that just is Pure Act (i.e., not a composition of act and potency), something whose essence just is existence itself, composing an act of existing with its limiting potency to create and sustain a really existing physical thing. This Uncomposed Composer just is what we mean by God.

Remember, the limiting potencies are not things in themselves, but are ultimately to be found in the mind of God. As Aquinas says,

Now it is manifest that things made by nature receive determinate forms [i.e., essences]. This determination of forms must be reduced to the divine wisdom as its first principle, for divine wisdom devised the order of the universe, which order consists in the variety of things. And therefore we must say that in the divine wisdom are the types of all things, which types we have called ideas [i.e., exemplar forms in the mind of what we know as God].8

Just like the music would stop if the musician stopped playing, as limited beings whose existence is really distinct from our essence, we cannot actualize ourselves. Therefore, we
would cease to be if this Uncomposed Composer were not keeping us in existence every moment we exist. Notice it also follows that there could only possibly be one such Pure Act since there is no limiting potency by which to differentiate another purely actual being.

The advantage of using this kind of argument based on the current existing of the universe is that it is immune to many of the criticisms of the arguments mentioned before, and its conclusion provides a more robust view of the theistic God as Pure Act or Being itself (see Exod. 3:14; Acts 17:26-28; Col. 1:15-17) from which we can derive all the classical attributes of God (more on this later). As Feser concludes, “To show that an Unmoved Mover [i.e., Uncomposed Composer] exists, then, is just to show that there is a single being who is the cause of all change, Himself unchangeable [and uncomposed], immaterial, eternal, personal, all-powerful, all-knowing, and all-good. It is, in short, to show that there is a God.”

Note that this type of argument is not predicated on the beginning of the universe. Hence, one could grant for the sake of argument an eternally existing universe, a multiverse, or even Darwinian evolution (not that any of these ideas are necessarily true) and still be able to argue to the theistic God based on any mundane part of physical reality. Moreover, the thrust of this argument is based on the simple fact that we can know that some aspect of physical reality actually exists. Such a starting point is something so fundamental that all empirical science must take it for granted before any scientific process can actually begin. Thus, it is immune to any new scientific discoveries or paradigms.

The question of God is ultimately a philosophical question. As Owens implies, while other more well known arguments may give someone good reason to infer God as the most probable explanation for the evidence in question, with a little work and some good philosophy it is actually possible to have metaphysical certainty of God’s existence. We do ourselves a disservice (both apologetically and devotionally) by oversimplifying the existence of God and ignoring the amazing truths we can learn about His “invisible
attributes—his eternal power and divine nature” by thinking well about the composition of physical reality (Rom. 1:20, NET).

4. Can We Trust the Bible?

Now that we have metaphysical certainty that the theistic God exists, it necessarily follows that any non-theistic view of reality, or world view, must be false. Atheism, agnosticism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Wicca, and any other non-theistic world view must be false regarding their views of God. This conclusion means an incredible amount of work has already been done in showing that Christianity is true as we are left with only Christianity, Judaism, Islam, and any other unnamed theistic world view as possible contenders for the one true view of reality.

How can we adjudicate between these views? If one of the above belief systems were confirmed by miracles, then we would have reason to believe its truth claims. We can know that miracles are at least possible because we know an all-powerful God exists who is currently sustaining in existence the whole of physical reality in which He can act. Thus, the miracles recorded in the Bible, specifically the resurrection of Jesus, will distinguish between our remaining world views of Christianity, Judaism, Islam, or any other theistic belief system.

But can we trust what the Bible says? For our purposes we will focus on the New Testament (NT). Why? Because Jesus, whom the NT shows is God, says the Old Testament (OT) is the Word of God. Thus, while there is independent evidence for the reliability of the OT, by confirming the NT we get the OT as well.

Two questions must be asked regarding the NT’s reliability. One, do we have an accurate copy of the original writings, and two, did the NT writers tell the truth? Accurate copies of fairy tales would do little to help in our search for truth.

Ranging from fragments with a few verses, to pages, to whole books and collections
of books, the manuscript evidence for the text of the NT far outweighs any other ancient literary work. There are currently around 5,500 NT manuscripts in the original Greek, most of which date from AD 1,000 and later, though many date well before that (at least six from the second century AD).\(^1\)

Our earliest known copy of any portion of the NT is around 25-40 years removed from the original.\(^2\) In second place is Homer’s *Iliad* with 1,757 manuscripts, our earliest copy of which is 400 years removed from the original.\(^3\) Support for other ancient documents drops significantly from there. When you add in the tens of thousands of copies of early translations of the NT and over a million quotations from the church fathers (ranging from the first century AD to the middle ages), the text of the NT is incredibly well attested.\(^4\) While there are over 200,000 places where these NT manuscripts differ amongst themselves, only about 1% of those differences (which affect about 0.1% of the NT text) have any significant bearing on the meaning of the verse in question. Most importantly, not one of those differences affects any essential Christian doctrine.\(^5\)

Do these well-attested NT documents tell the truth? We have good reason to believe they do. For instance, none of the NT documents mention the destruction of the temple in Jerusalem, an earth-shattering event for the Jews, which occurred in AD 70. There are also indications within the text that imply the temple was still in operation. It stands to reason that the most likely reason for the absence of such information is because most, if
not all, of the NT was written prior to the events of AD 70. Thus, there is good reason to believe the NT contains early testimony about Jesus and the Apostles.

The authors of the NT claimed to be eyewitnesses of the events recorded or claimed to have interviewed eyewitnesses. Even if we only have 1 Cor. 15:3-8, which critical scholars grant was written by Paul around AD 55, we have the core of Christianity and a powerful apologetic for Jesus’ resurrection preserved in those few verses. We have much more than that however. There are hundreds of archaeological finds that verify various persons and places mentioned throughout the NT and several ancient non-Christian sources that corroborate many aspects of the NT narrative. Perhaps most powerfully, we know from both tradition and history that most of the Apostles were killed for proclaiming the resurrection of Jesus. While people die everyday for what they believe, no one willingly dies for what they know to be a lie when they have nothing to gain. The Apostles would have been the perpetrators of the lie if the resurrection did not actually happen. Yet, they never recanted their testimonies. While it is true that some ultra-skeptical critics today attempt to question the very existence of a historical Jesus, there is virtually no reason to entertain such a notion. It is almost laughable, within the academic community, to suggest that a historical Jesus did not actually exist. The real question is “Who exactly was this historical Jesus?”

Did Jesus Claim to Be God?

“LORD,” as found in most modern English Bibles, is the equivalent of the Hebrew letters YHWH, also known as the tetragrammaton, and is usually transliterated into English as Yahweh or Jehovah. This is the special name God gave for Himself in the OT (Exod. 3:14) as opposed to other titles for God such as Adonai and Elohim, which can also be used to refer to human rulers or false gods. While perhaps less than explicit to the modern reader, Jesus claimed clearly to His audience to be Yahweh come in human flesh.
Perhaps most explicitly, in John 8:58 Jesus said, “…before Abraham came into existence, I am!” (NET), equating Himself with Yahweh in Exod. 3:14. According to Ron Rhodes, both “I AM” and “Yahweh” have the same root meaning from the verb “to be” and can be used interchangeably.7 Jesus’ listeners knew exactly what He was saying, and they picked up stones to stone Him—the prescribed punishment for blasphemy. In addition, Jesus claimed to share glory with the Father (John 17:5) even though Yahweh clearly says He does not share His glory with anyone (Isa. 42:8).

Jesus also claimed titles for Himself that were reserved for Yahweh alone. He referred to Himself as “the Son of Man” (Mark 14:61-64), a title given to the “Ancient of Days,” referring to Yahweh in Dan. 7:22. He calls Himself the “first and the last” in Rev. 1:17, a title for Yahweh in Isa. 42:8. Jesus called Himself the “good shepherd” (John 10:11) even though the Psalmist calls Yahweh the shepherd (Psa. 23:1). Moreover, Jesus claimed prerogatives that belong to God alone. He forgave sin (Mark 2:5-11), declared power over life and death (John 5:21), accepted worship (Matt. 14:33; John 20:28), and commanded the same honor as the Father (John 5:23). In many ways Jesus clearly claimed to be God! Again, His followers understood His claims to divinity and also called Him Yahweh in many places. For example, John writes in John 1:1 that Jesus (the Word) was “fully God” (NET). He says that Jesus created everything that has been made (John 1:3), yet Yahweh says He alone created everything (Isa. 44:24).8 Paul called Jesus God in Phil. 2:5-11 and Col. 2:9. Referring to Jesus, Paul says, quoting Joel 2:32, in Rom. 10:13 “…everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved” (NET), a verse that clearly says to call on the name of Yahweh.

The earliest Christians also understood Jesus’ divine identity. Pliny, the governor of Bithynia (in modern-day Turkey) during the early second century, condemned Christians for offering worship to Jesus “as if to a god.”9 Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch who was martyred c. 107-110 AD, said Jesus is “the mind of the Father” and properly called “our
From this sampling it is clear Jesus was understood to be God.

Is Jesus Really God?

We have seen that Jesus claimed to be God and that His earliest followers believed He was God, but do we have reason to conclude His claims were true? Recall that a claim verified by miracles gives us very good reason to believe it. The NT attributes many miracles to Jesus, but one stands above the rest, namely His resurrection. As Paul says in 1 Corinthians 15, Christianity hinges on the resurrection, and we have good reason to believe it actually occurred.

Investigating the resurrection involves doing good history by explaining the key pieces of evidence, the historical puzzle pieces if you will, in the best way possible with the fewest un-evidenced assumptions. Most critical scholars will grant five key pieces that, when taken together along with our background knowledge that God exists, show the resurrection is a historical fact. Using F.A.C.T.S. as an acronym, here are the five key puzzle pieces.

F - FATAL CROSS
Jesus actually died on the cross. This contrasts the swoon theory that Jesus somehow survived the crucifixion and was resuscitated. The biblical text, historical investigation, and modern medical science demonstrate that Jesus died.

A - ABANDONED TOMB
Most scholars grant that Jesus was buried in a borrowed tomb that was later found empty. It was falsely explained by inventing the story of the disciples’ stealing Jesus’ body (Matt. 28:13).

C - CONVERSION OF THE DISCIPLES
Jesus’ disciples went from cowering away in a locked room (John 20:19) to turning the world upside down (Acts 17:6). History shows that all but one of the disciples died for proclaiming the risen Christ. People may die every day for what they believe is true, but
no one willingly dies for something they know to be false.

**T - TRANSFORMATION OF JAMES**

According to Paul, Jesus’ brother James was an eyewitness of the risen Jesus, as were the apostles and more than 500 others (1 Cor. 15:3-8). After the resurrection James transformed from skeptic (Mark 3:21; John 7:5) to leader of the early church and martyr (Gal. 2:9; Eusebius).

**S - SAUL BECAME PAUL**

Saul, the zealous persecutor of Christians, became Paul the Apostle after encountering the risen Christ (though his encounter was not a pre-ascension encounter like the others). He, too, died for his proclamation. Like James, something major had to happen in his life in order to cause such a drastic change that ultimately resulted in much physical suffering and death.

An actual resurrection of Jesus best accounts for all the puzzle pieces without forcing them to fit. Other theories simply leave some pieces out, are completely ad hoc, or unnecessarily rule out the possibility of miracles. As Paul says in Acts 17:30-31, “Therefore, although God has overlooked such times of ignorance, he now commands all people everywhere to repent, because he has set a day on which he is going to judge the world in righteousness, by a man whom he designated, having provided proof to everyone by raising him from the dead” (NET). This should be both sobering and encouraging for those who say something like “Just give me Jesus.” Which Jesus? According to the NT, the Jesus who is literally God in the flesh is the only one who can save.

**What About the Trinity?**

Jesus claimed to be Yahweh, the one true God, and He proved to be God via the resurrection. But saying Jesus is God raises a host of questions and objections. Let us examine a few such issues.
First, Jesus being God implies something like the doctrine of the Trinity. While the word “Trinity” is not explicitly mentioned in the Bible, the doctrine of the Trinity accounts for the information God has revealed to us about Himself. It does not mean that God is one God and three gods or one Person and three persons, which would be necessarily false contradictions. Rather, the Trinity is the notion that there exists within the one God three co-eternal and co-equal persons, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. God is three in a different way than He is one (one “essence”/three “persons”). Thus, no contradiction results.

Second, the Trinity is not against reason even though it is beyond our ability to comprehend. Yet, we can apprehend what has been revealed to us. The most common illustration is that of an equilateral triangle. There is only one triangle, yet within that one triangle exists three equal angles. Each angle is distinct yet equal, and without them the triangle would not exist. Similarly, there is only one God. The Father is God, the Son is God, and the Holy Spirit is God. Yet, the Father is not the Son, the Son is not the Father, etc.

Third, in addition to Jesus’ divine nature, as Philippians 2 notes, He added a human nature to Himself when He became man at the Incarnation. While Jesus is totally God, He is also totally man. Theologically this is known as the hypostatic union, two distinct natures in one person. Therefore, when asking a question about Jesus, we must consider this dual nature.

For instance, when Jesus says He doesn’t know something (Mark 13:32), we must realize that in His human nature He does not know, yet in His divine nature He knows all. When He gets tired or hungry, it is His human nature that suffers the limits of humanity not His divine nature. In other words, Jesus is not less than God. This is an example of the importance of a sound philosophy that informs our theology and understanding of the Bible (more on that in a moment).

Virtually no credible scholar denies Jesus’ actual existence, and many people claim He was a great man and a great moral teacher. Yet, as C. S. Lewis notes, “You can shut Him
up for a fool, you can spit at Him and kill Him as a demon, or you can fall at His feet and
call Him Lord and God. But let us not come up with any patronizing nonsense about His
being a great human teacher. He has not left that open to us. He did not intend to.”¹² Jesus
is Yahweh, the great I AM, Being itself, the source of all creation (Col. 1:17). As such, this
has tremendous implications for what He teaches.

5. What Does All of This Mean?

Recall that in our argument for God’s existence we distinguished between act/potency
and existence/essence. Potency limits act in all limited/changing things as essence limits
existence to be this particular thing rather than something else. As Richard Howe observes,
“Like a balloon that limits and shapes the air that infuses it, the essence of the creature
bounds the otherwise limitless fullness of the perfections of existence.”¹¹ We have seen
that a theistic God simply is Pure Actuality or unlimited Being itself since His essence
and existence are identical with no admixture of potency (see chapter three). As Pure Act,
God has no potential for change in any way. He has no need for anything and cannot be
other than He is. He is the Uncaused Cause, the Uncomposed Composer, the great I AM
(Exod. 3:14). He not only created us, but also is keeping us in existence every moment we
exist (Col. 1:15-17). The importance of this conclusion cannot be overstated, for from this
follows all the classical attributes of God.

Briefly, since God is Pure Act and not composed of actuality and potentiality, it follows
that God is simple. Simplicity does not mean God is easy to understand. It means God is
not composed in His Being of any type of parts (i.e., act/potency or existence/essence).
Therefore, every attribute we are able to apply to God applies to Him wholly in His com-
plete being. The divine attributes are only divided in our intellects as we refer in different
ways to one and the same God.

For instance, given God’s simplicity, we can know that God is infinite. That is, He is
not finite since He has no limiting potentials. He must also, necessarily, be immaterial since a physical existence is a limited existence as we have seen. We can also see that God is Pure Perfection. To be perfect means to lack nothing according to one’s nature/essence. God’s essence simply is Being itself. He can therefore lack nothing since that would indicate a lack of being in some respect. Similarly, God is not a good thing among others. Rather, we can know that God is Goodness itself. A thing is good insofar as it is in being (i.e., to whatever extent it exists as the kind of thing it is according to its essence or nature). Again, as Pure Being itself, God necessarily is Goodness itself.

God is also omnipresent (i.e., everywhere-present). This does not mean that because God is so big, part of God is present everywhere. According to divine simplicity, God is wholly present to everything as the sustaining cause of all creation. It also follows that God is omnipotent (i.e., all-powerful). Since His power is identical with His unlimited Being, God has unlimited power to affect change and/or create. God’s omnipotence does not mean He can make square circles and rocks too big for Him to lift. Such ideas are contradictions, and contradictions are not actually possible things in reality. Likewise, we can know that God is omniscient (i.e., all-knowing). God’s knowledge is identical with His Being such that God knows Himself perfectly and how His being can be or is being communicated to His creation. We can also know that God is omnibenevolent (i.e., all-loving) because to love is to will the good of another. As Goodness itself with all knowledge, God can only ever perfectly will our good. Perhaps surprising to some, God is also immutable (i.e., unchangeable). As Pure Act God has no potential to be changed. He does not react to circumstances because nothing catches Him unknowingly. Any change we perceive is found in us, His creation, not in Him. From this it follows that God is also eternal (i.e., not temporal). Time is a measure of change, but God has no potential for change. Therefore, God is not temporal as He has all perfection in His eternal now. More could be said, but this brief overview should provide the reasoning behind the classical conception of God.
Without a sound philosophy, the student of the Bible would be unable to ground such classical divine attributes. This is so because many passages of the Bible speak metaphorically about God as having various bodily parts. Unless there is some way to judge that such passages are figures of speech, one runs the risk of falling into heresy.

Consider the challenge of understanding the Genesis narrative when it says that Adam heard the sound of God “walking in the garden in the cool of the day” (Gen. 3:8, NKJV). How could God walk in the garden without legs? If He has legs, how could He be transcendent to the universe as Christianity understands God to be? Some might suggest that perhaps these specific descriptions are a Theophany (an appearance of God in human form, referred to by some as a Christophany, before the Incarnation). Even if this explains the narrative here, there are many other physical descriptions of God, some of which cannot possibly be explained as a Theophany (ex. God’s “wings” in Ruth 2:12 and Psa. 17:8).

It will not do to appeal to other verses of Scripture to adjudicate the matter. As an example, one might suggest that we can know from John 4 that God is Spirit, and therefore He cannot literally have bodily parts like legs. Thus (they might say), when Genesis 3 talks about God walking, it must be speaking metaphorically (if it is not a Theophany). The problem with this response is that there would be no way to judge whether the Genesis passage is to be taken as metaphor and John 4 is to be taken as literal or whether John 4 should be taken as metaphor and the Genesis passage is to be taken as literal. We can only defend the fact that the above Genesis verses are indeed metaphors and John 4 is literal.
by an appeal to reality.

To illustrate what is meant here, consider an easier example. When we read in Isa. 55:12, “For you shall go out with joy, And be led out with peace; The mountains and the hills shall break forth into singing before you, And all the trees of the field shall clap their hands” (NKJV), we know that this is metaphor precisely because we know from reality that mountains cannot sing and trees do not have hands. Our ability to know this is because of our simple apprehension of the nature of mountains and trees by means of our sensory faculties. But our knowledge of the nature of God (i.e., whether He does or does not have bodily parts) cannot be done directly by our sensory faculties. It requires more actions by the intellect. These actions constitute doing philosophy (or, more precisely, metaphysics). We can know by sound philosophy not only (to some extent) what the nature of God must be like (and thus we can know that He cannot literally have such bodily parts), but we can also know certain solid principles of biblical interpretation (hermeneutics). This is not to say that a believer cannot understand his Bible without formal training in philosophy. It is to say, however, that sound interpretations can only be rigorously defended against heretics and critics with some training in sound philosophy.

**What Did Jesus Teach about the Bible?**

While for us, truth is the conforming of our minds to reality (see chapter two), in an ultimate sense, truth is the conformity of being to an intellect, specifically the divine and creative intellect (e.g. “true” love, a “true” gentleman, a “true” circle). Necessarily it follows that as Being itself, God cannot be anything other than Truth itself since what He *is* and what He *knows* are one and the same thing considered under different lights.² A lie or falsity is a privation of truth. Hence, God cannot lie because He has no potential to be other than He is. This agrees with the Bible’s depiction of God as well (1 Sam. 15:29; John 14:6; Heb. 6:18; Titus 1:2).
We have seen that Jesus is God, the second Person of the Trinity. From a simple deductive procedure then, it is easy to see that whatever Jesus teaches is true (it corresponds to reality) because He is God and God cannot lie. But Jesus is also fully man. Could His human nature limit His trustworthiness? Not at all. Even from the standpoint of His willfully limited human knowledge, Jesus taught from what He did know, namely, whatever the Father taught Him (John 8:26).

Hence, we would be wise to consider carefully what Jesus taught. In the words of the Apostle Peter from John 6:68-69, “Lord [Jesus], to whom would we go? You have the words of eternal life. We have come to believe and to know that you are the Holy One of God” (NET).

When we began our investigation of the reliability of the Bible, if you recall, we focused only on the NT. The reason for this is because that is where we learn about Jesus (though He was prophesied in the OT). We concluded that Jesus is God and that whatever He teaches is necessarily true. Therefore, we can trust whatever Jesus teaches about the Bible as a whole.

As we examine the words of Jesus, we see that He affirmed the OT. When speaking to the unbelieving Jews, Jesus explicitly said in John 5:39-40, “You study the scriptures thoroughly because you think in them you possess eternal life, and it is these same scriptures that testify about me, but you are not willing to come to me so that you may have life” (NET). There can be little doubt that Jesus considered the OT the Word of God, which He fulfilled. But He did not stop there. Not only did Jesus affirm the OT, but He promised the NT. In John 14:26 Jesus tells His disciples, “But the Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, will teach you everything, and will cause you to remember everything I said to you” (NET).

The divinely inspired authors of the promised NT agreed. For instance, Peter called the writings of Paul “scripture” in 2 Pet. 3:16. Paul concludes in 2 Tim. 3:16, “Every scripture
is inspired by God and useful for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness…” (NET).

Jesus also taught that the Bible is inerrant, that is, that the original writings are without error (Matt. 22:29). While our understanding or interpretation of either nature or Scripture may be in error, we know the two will never conflict because the Bible is the Word of God, and God cannot be in error or untruthful; therefore, the Bible cannot err. That is not to say that the Bible does not accurately record many lies and sinful behaviors, but it does not affirm these things as good behaviors. May we take care to understand what the Word of God actually says.

6. But That’s Just Your Interpretation!

All of us at one time or another have been involved with a Bible study where after reading a passage, the leader looks up and asks the group, “What does that passage mean to you?” On the surface it may sound like a reasonable, amiable question, but is the purpose of Bible study to bounce around subjective ideas based on changing times? Would not the serious student of the Bible want to know an objective meaning that is true for all people and at all time, one that reveals the mind of the Author? What is objectivity when it comes to studying the Bible? Objectivity in Bible study means that it is possible to know what the text of the Bible actually means, to have a correct interpretation of the Bible.

However, for many Bible scholars today, objectivity is thought to be a kind of neutrality, or an approach to the text and to reality that is determined by one’s own perspectives. According to these scholars, objectivity is rejected as a naïve approach that ignores what they believe is the all-important perspective of the interpreter. Their position is that Bible study involves interpretation, and interpretation involves everything that we think and everything we are, what we believe, our point of view, what we think is true and false, what is important to us, what we think about our world, our training, dispositions, and
opinions—all these factors that come together to form our personal world view. Our personal world view determines how we interpret the world. It is like having a set of glasses through which we look at and interpret our world. Since no two world views are exactly alike and since our world view determines the way we look at the world, they say it is not possible to have an objective understanding of the Bible. This is a belief held not only by those outside the Christian church, but also by almost all Evangelical scholars today.

**Implications**

There are two significant implications for Bible study that follow directly from these beliefs about objectivity. First, if objectivity is a kind of neutrality, then in order to be neutral, the reader must take off his glasses/world view. This creates a problem. It is our world view that makes understanding possible, and without your world view, you cannot understand or know anything. When you take off your glasses, you cannot see. So then, no one can study the Bible without looking through his own glasses/world view. But, it is this very world view that unavoidably influences your interpretation. So, every interpretation will necessarily be a product, to some degree, of your own world view, and this fact militates against the degree of certainty about having arrived at the correct interpretation.

The second implication that follows is that with the rejection of objectivity there would seem to be no grounds upon which to decide whose interpretation is the correct interpretation. If every interpretation is the product of your own world view, then there can be no single correct interpretation. James Smart identified how the rejection of objectivity makes it impossible to know what God says in His Word:

> The danger inherent in this development was that theological interpretations of Scripture would be its meaning for this or that theologian. Thus, theological exposition, instead of penetrating to the one word of God in Scripture that brings
all Christians into fellowship with one another, would give each segment of the Christian community the license to read its own theological convictions out of the text of Scripture.¹

Once we reject the possibility of objectivity, we have lost the very Word of God.

**Connecting Different World Views & Objectivity**

Does this mean that it is impossible to know what God says? In fact, objectivity is possible even though each person has his or her own world view. How is it possible? This is because there are some things in the world that are the same for all people, all the time, no matter where or when they lived. These things are the first principles of thought and being we mentioned earlier. First principles are truths that cannot be denied. They form the foundation of knowledge and make it possible for different people with different world views to connect with each other and communicate to each other.

Let me give you an example of a first principle: the law of non-contradiction (also often referred to as the law of contradiction). This law means that a statement cannot be both true and false in the same sense. So, if I make the statement that “God is good,” this statement cannot be both true and false in the same sense. Either God is good, or He is not. You cannot have it both ways. We know that this is a first principle because it cannot be denied. Anyone who says that the law of non-contradiction is not true must use the law in order to deny the law.² Now, a statement can be both true and false, but not in the same sense. If I am living in Charlotte, NC, I can say, “I live in
Charlotte, North Carolina,” and this is a true statement. However, if I were to move to another city in another state, then the statement “I live in Charlotte, North Carolina” is no longer true. So, the statement can be both true and false, but not at the same time or in the same sense.

The law of non-contradiction was as true for the biblical authors as it is for us today. Because of these first principles, like the law of non-contradiction, when the Bible says that “God is good,” then we know that this statement was as true for the authors of the Bible as it is for us today. Because these first principles are the same for all people at all times and in every place, we have a connection with the Bible that is not affected by our own personal world view. These first principles form the foundation upon which truth rests. These first principles also are true for everyone because that is the way God created the world, and because the first principles transcend our own world views, it is possible to have an objective interpretation, a correct interpretation, of the Bible. Let me apply this solution to the question of objectivity.

1. **Doesn’t everyone have his or her own world view?**

   We do not deny the fact that everyone has his or her own world view. However, we disagree that a person’s world view makes objectivity impossible. The fact is there are first principles that are common to all humans as part of the nature of humanity as God created it. For someone to say that there is no such thing as objectivity is to count on the objective meaning of this very claim. To deny objectivity while counting on objectivity is self-defeating. Indeed, any claim that denies first principles is ultimately self-defeating and false. Although everyone has his or her own world view, the foundation of any world view is the same for all people, at all times, in all cultures, regardless of language, background, training, world view, perspective, horizon, etc.

2. **Can any world view be universally valid?**

   It is simply false to claim that no world view is universally valid. In fact, this very
claim assumes its own universal validity. It is undeniably the case that there are aspects of every framework that are unavoidable, self-evident, and true. The basic laws of logic and the undeniability of truth are the same everywhere and at all times. Consequently, any claim that denies these foundational principles is self-defeating and false.

3. But, isn’t universal validity implied in the notion of objectivity?

Not only is universal validity implied in the notion of objectivity, but it is also the very essence of objectivity. Anyone who attempts to deny neutrality assumes that his own claims are universally valid and therefore objective. To claim that there can be no neutrality assumes this very neutrality. All such claims are self-defeating and false.

4. Can an interpreter really be objective in interpretation?

To claim that no interpreter can be objective in his interpretation is both self-defeating and false. For anyone to claim that no interpreter can be objective assumes that the one making the claim has been objective in his interpretation of the question of objectivity. Regardless of the fact that interpreters do not always achieve objectivity, the fact is that objectivity is possible.

5. If objectivity is possible, then isn’t a “correct” interpretation also possible?

Since objectivity is possible, then so is a “correct” interpretation. To claim that there is no correct interpretation assumes one’s own interpretation is the correct one. This too is self-defeating and false.

6. If objectivity is possible, doesn’t that mean that it is also possible to judge whether an interpretation is correct or not?

In spite of their denials of objectivity, some Evangelicals still think that it is possible to decide between interpretations. It is not only possible; it is unavoidable. Every act of understanding is, in one way or another, an act of deciding between interpretations. We hold one thing to be true and its contradiction to be false. We accept one view and reject its opposite. It is not necessary for Evangelicals to compromise on the notions of objectivity
and truth in order to accept the undeniable fact that all understanding is mediated through one’s own world view. The fact of self-evident, undeniable first principles constitute a foundation upon which objectivity is based.

We believe that the God of the Christian Scriptures has created us after His image, and this insures the objectivity of truth and a correct interpretation of His Word are in fact possible.³

7. What Can We Conclude?

If you recall, we said the Bible would distinguish between our remaining theistic world views. We can conclude that the Bible is in fact God’s true Word revealed to us and that we are capable of accurately understanding what He has said. This means that Christianity is objectively true, regardless of what anyone believes about it. Using our indispensable tool of the law of non-contradiction, which says opposite ideas cannot both be true at the same time and in the same way, we can immediately know that any world view that contradicts Christianity is necessarily false. That is not to say that other world views are incapable of containing any truth whatsoever. Any world view that says, for example, “You should love your neighbor as yourself,” says something true. It is simply that where it contradicts or opposes Christianity, it must necessarily be false at those points. This is not a matter of preference or probabilities; rather, it is a necessary truth given that our reasoning about Christianity is sound.

Such a conclusion is a far cry from any type of blind, wish-in-the-dark faith. As we have seen, this is a reasoned faith where every step in the argument builds on the other, and each step is supported by solid evidence and philosophical demonstration. Reason, however, can only carry us so far because it is not enough for us to simply know that God exists. Biblical faith is a reasoned response of trust in the authority of God, much like our decision to trust the well-trained doctor’s diagnosis and treatment protocol for illnesses...
we may not see or understand. As Aquinas says, “Faith then gives us a sort of knowledge. For when we believe our minds assent to something knowable, but not to something we see, but to something He whom we believe sees.”

God’s diagnosis is that we have failed to be the men and women we are supposed to be—that we are sinners deserving of separation from Him (spiritual death/hell; Rom. 3:23). We cannot reason our way to a right relationship with God. He must reveal the way to that restored relationship (which He has done in the Bible), and we must take Him at His word. Jesus, the God-man, came to pay our sin penalty for us by dying on the cross (Rom. 5:6-11, 6:23) as the only means of reconciliation (John 14:6), and by trusting in His death and resurrection, we will be saved (Eph. 2:8). That is the Gospel (the “good news”).

Why trust the God of the Bible? Because the Gospel is true and the only cure to our very bleak diagnosis (1 Cor. 15:3-8). The God of all creation is sustaining you in existence at this moment to give you a choice. We know He is Love and Goodness itself, and He offers to restore your broken relationship with Him so that you will one day know Him as He is and enjoy Him forever (1 John 3:2; Psa. 23:6). That is life’s true purpose.

We come to Him by trusting in Jesus’ death and resurrection as payment for our sins (John 3:16). He takes us just as we are, but He loves us too much to leave us that way. From there, we can give God our lives to use for His glory (Matt. 16:25).

As philosopher Étienne Gilson says,

God creates, not that there may be witnesses to render Him His due glory, but beings who shall rejoice in it as He rejoices in it Himself and who, participating in His being, participate at the same time in His beatitude [true happiness]. It is not therefore for Himself, but for us, that God seeks His glory; it is not to gain it, for He possesses it already, nor to increase it, for already it is perfect, but to communicate it to us.
The choice is yours. If you have never trusted in Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior, you can do so right now. Wherever you are, humble yourself before God, confess your sinfulness, acknowledge that Jesus is God and that His death and resurrection paid your sin debt, and ask Him to save you (John 3:16; 1 Cor. 15:3-8; John 6:35-40). Please do not wait until the opportunity to receive this free gift from God is gone (Heb. 9:27).

If we can assist you in any way on your journey, please contact us at SES: (704) 847-5600 / admissions@ses.edu / www.SES.edu

Appendix 1. Methodology

One distinctive of Southern Evangelical Seminary that the reader has seen displayed throughout this booklet’s argumentation is a commitment to Classical Apologetics.¹ To say that an apologetic method is ‘classical’ is to say something about how SES does apologetics. It offers an answer to the question “what is the proper way for Christians to defend the truth of the Christian faith?” SES’s commitment to Classical Apologetics arises from what SES believes about the nature of God and how He has created us in His image, including how we reason as humans and how we know truths not only about God, but about the rest of His creation.

The Biblical Basis for Apologetics

In a mild sort of irony, Christian apologists sometimes find themselves needing to give an apologetic for apologetics. We are called upon at times to defend the fact that defending the faith is indeed biblical.

The Bible is clear about defending the faith.

In several places, the Bible commands us to defend the faith. First Peter 3:15 tells us to “sanctify the Lord God in your hearts, always be ready to give a defense to everyone who asks you a reason for the hope that is in you, with meekness and fear”(NKJV).² Jude 3 says,
Beloved, while I was very diligent to write to you concerning our common salvation, I found it necessary to write to you exhorting you to contend earnestly for the faith which was once for all delivered to the saints” (NKJV). Another passage that is seldom cited in this context is Titus 1:10-11a. “For there are many insubordinate, both idle talkers and deceivers, especially those of the circumcision, whose mouths must be stopped” (NKJV). The pressing question here is exactly how are we to stop the mouths of the insubordinate? I submit that it is through sound argument that can leave them without anything left to say in response. We see several instances of this very thing in Jesus’ encounter with the Sadducees. Matt. 22:23-24 recounts the incident where Jesus was challenged to explain whose wife would a woman be in the next life if she was married to more than one man in this life. After schooling them in sound reasoning and biblical interpretation, the narrative observes that He had “silenced the Sadducees” (NKJV). In another instance we find, “But they could not catch Him in His words in the presence of the people. And they marveled at His answer and kept silent” (Luke 20:26, NKJV).

Being able to cogently respond in certain situations is one of the distinguishing characteristics of a church elder. In the passage in Titus, right before the passage cited above, we learn that the overseer must be able “by sound doctrine, both to exhort and convict those who contradict” (NKJV). Convicting those who contradict involves defending the truth claims of Christianity.3

The Apostles engaged in defending the faith.

We can also see that the Apostles themselves modeled for us defending the faith. A chain of references throughout the book of Acts shows how often they confounded, proved, had dissensions and disputes, reasoned, explained, demonstrated, spoke boldly, persuaded, and solemnly testified with Jew and Greeks in the synagogues, marketplace, and schools about the things concerning the Kingdom of God.4 One can make several observations about how the apostles reasoned. Notice that they confronted both those who had a regard
for the authority of God’s written word (the Jews) and those who did not (the Greeks). Sometimes the appeal was from that biblical authority (Acts 17:2) and sometimes it was from other sources (Acts 17:22-33). The reactions ranged from some believing (Acts 17:4, 12), to some not believing (Acts 17:5), to some wanting to hear more (Acts 17:32).

The Anatomy of Classical Apologetics

Given that the biblical mandate for apologetics is clear, exactly how should the task be undertaken? Classical Apologetics is characterized by three levels of demonstration: philosophical foundation, the existence of God, and the truths of Christianity. The order is deliberate as the first level makes the second and third steps possible, and the second step makes the third step possible.

Philosophical Foundation

The first level maintains that philosophy is essential in establishing the foundation for dealing with unbelievers who might bring up certain challenges, including the challenge that truth is not objective or the challenge that only the natural sciences are the source of truth about reality. Thus, when encountering the unbeliever (and sometimes even a fellow believer), the Christian must (if the occasion demands it) defend that reality is knowable, that logic applies to reality, and that morally fallen human beings have some capacity to intellectually understand (even if they morally reject) certain claims of the Christian faith. It might also be necessary, depending upon the assumptions of the unbeliever, to delve into issues regarding the nature of reality itself. The apologist would not necessarily need to deal with these matters in as much as many unbelievers (and believers) already work with these normal, rational commitments. Only in those cases where the unbeliever (or believer) has been unduly influenced by Postmodernism (the idea that truth is relative to the individual or culture or is otherwise qualified from its classical understanding) or by scientism (the idea that only the hard sciences can deliver truth about reality) or by some
other false philosophical system would the apologist have to deal with these issues. Thus, unless your hearer is open to the tools and principles of objective logic and reasoning, it will be impossible to embark on a defense of the faith with him.

Philosophy also is essential in dealing with certain interpretive issues of the Bible. Two areas come readily to mind. The first has to do with the principles of biblical interpretation (hermeneutics), generally considered. The second has to do with specific interpretive issues dealing with the nature of God Himself.

Every reader of the Bible has some method (whether consciously or unconsciously) of how to interpret it, which is to say that every reader of the Bible has some hermeneutic. The question is this: where does one get one’s principles of hermeneutics? It is impossible to get one’s principles of hermeneutics from the Bible itself. This is so because, if one could understand the Bible in order to get these hermeneutical principles, then he understands the Bible before he has his principles of understanding the Bible (which means he would not need the principles he was seeking to get from the Bible). On the other hand, if he thinks he cannot understand the Bible without some principles of understanding the Bible (I would argue that this has to be the case), then that means he could not understand the Bible enough to get the principles themselves (if he was committed to the notion that he gets those very principles from the Bible). Either way, he runs into an impossible situation. We see, then, that it is impossible to get all of one’s principles of interpretation of the Bible from the Bible itself, even if he can get some of them. Instead, they have to come from somewhere else.
The reader might be expecting me to argue here that these principles must come from philosophy. This is not my position. Instead, these principles of hermeneutics are grounded in the nature of reality itself. To be sure, reality is what it is because God is who He is and creation is what it is because of how God created it. In all of this, I am not suggesting that one has to do an in-depth examination of reality in order to somehow excavate principles of hermeneutics so that he can then begin to understand his Bible. Rather, I maintain that, in many (if not most) instances, such principles of understanding are very natural to us as rational creatures created in the image of God (in a way analogous to how we naturally perceive the physical world around us with our sensory faculties). It remains, however, that there are occasions where a more in-depth philosophical examination of the issues is warranted. This is increasingly so as false philosophies grow in their influence on people’s thinking.

The second interpretive issue has to do with the specifics of what the Bible says about the nature and attributes of God. As we have said, without a sound philosophy, the student of the Bible would be unable to ground the classical attributes of God, including God’s immateriality and infinity. The problem is not merely academic. There are teachers within the ostensive Christian community who embrace such heresies as God being a finite, limited being. Consider these words by Word of Faith teacher Kenneth Copeland:

The Bible says [Isa. 40:12] He measured the heavens with a nine-inch span. Now the span is the difference, distance between the end of the thumb and the end of the little finger. And the Bible says; in fact the Amplified translation translates the Hebrew text that way: that He measured out the heavens with a nine-inch span. Well, I got a ruler and measured mine and my span is eight and three quarters inches long. So then God’s span is a quarter-inch longer than mine. So you see, that faith didn’t come billowing out of some giant monster somewhere. It came out of the
heart of a being that is very uncanny the way He’s very much like you and me: a
being that stands somewhere around six-two, six-three, that weighs somewhere in
the neighborhood of a couple of hundred pounds, a little better, has a span of eight
and, I mean nine inches across; stood up and said ‘Let it be!’ and this universe
situated itself, and went into motion. Glory to God! Hallelujah!

The same problem is also exemplified by Finis Jennings Dake, the editor of the Dake
Annotated Reference Bible. Dake views that God is a person “with a personal spirit body,
a personal soul, and a personal spirit, like that of angels, and like that of man except His
body is of spirit substance instead of flesh and bones.” Dake also argues that “God the
Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit are all present where there are beings with
whom they have dealings; but they are not omnibody, that is, their bodies are not omni-
present. All three go from place to place bodily as other beings in the universe do.” He
undoubtedly says this because of how he takes those verses that speak of God in bodily
terms. He argues,

God has a personal spirit body (Dan. 7:9-14; 10:5-19); shape (Jn. 5:37); form (Phil.
2:5-7); image and likeness of a man (Gen. 1:26; 9:6; Ezek. 1:26-28; 1 Cor. 11:7; Jas.
3:9). He has bodily parts such as, back parts (Ex. 33:23), heart (Gen. 6:6; 8:21), fingers
and hands (Ps. 8:3-6; Heb. 1:10), mouth (Num. 12:8), lips and tongue (Isa. 30:27),
feet (Ex. 24:10), eyes and eyelids (Ps. 11:4; 33:18), ears (Ps. 18:6), hair, head, face,
arms (Dan. 7:9-14; 10:5-19; Rev. 5:1-7; 22:4-6), and other bodily parts.

One should take careful notice of how many verses of Scripture Dake has cited. I suspect
that if one were to challenge Dake that God does not literally have these bodily parts, his
response would be that it is he who is taking the testimony of Scripture seriously since
that is what the text seems (to Dake) to clearly say. The only way to answer Dake is by an appeal to sound philosophy.¹³

**The Existence of God**

The second level of the Classical Apologetics method maintains that God’s existence can be proven by a number of lines of evidence and argument. How this step figures into the overall case for Christianity must not be overlooked. Classical Apologetics maintains that the existence of God must be affirmed before the specific evidence for the truth of Christianity in particular will make sense. Demonstrating the specific truths of Christianity involve, among other things, an appeal to miracles. This is so because God used miracles to vindicate the message proclaimed by His prophets and apostles and His own Son. But miracles are possible only because God exists. This is so because miracles are supernatural acts of God. There cannot be acts of God unless there is a God who can act. Thus, the existence of God must be demonstrated (in those instances where His existence is doubted or denied) before the specific arguments for Christianity can be put forth. If one employs the metaphysics of Thomism, this is not merely a general theism. Instead, such sound metaphysics is the only way to prove the classical attributes of God that the Church has cherished throughout its history. What is more, as sound philosophy has eroded from the general Christian philosophical community, to the same extent these classical attributes are eroding.

**The Truth of Christianity**

Once the existence of God is proven (and, thus, the possibility of miracles is thereby established), specific arguments are given for the truth of the Christian faith, including arguments from manuscript evidence, archeology, and from other corroborating historical evidence for the historical reliability of the Bible, arguments from the Bible and other sources for the identity of Jesus as the Son of God, and arguments from the teachings of Jesus for the inspiration and inerrancy of the Bible.¹⁴
In conclusion, one can see that there is, indeed, a mandate from Scripture to engage in apologetics. According to the Classical Apologetics approach, demonstrating the truth of Christianity necessitates the tools of sound reason and logic that can be employed to build the case that God exists and has certain attributes and that God has revealed Himself in history through His prophets, apostles, and ultimately through His Son Jesus Christ. This mandate has been incorporated into the very DNA of Southern Evangelical Seminary.

**Appendix 2. God & Morality**

The astute reader may have noticed that the moral argument for God’s existence has not been utilized in this short booklet. This was deliberate. The reason it has been saved for an appendix is because *morality* and what *good* is have become so confused today. Thus, a sound moral argument requires more unpacking than is typically done. It is important to first understand exactly what we mean by *good* before we can understand what morality is and how that applies to God.

In his famous *Letter from a Birmingham Jail* Martin Luther King, Jr. said, “I would agree with St. Augustine that ‘an unjust law is no law at all.’…To put it in the terms of St. Thomas Aquinas, an unjust law is a human law that is not rooted in eternal and natural law.”¹ What is “natural law”? It does not refer to the laws of physics and other such laws of the natural sciences. Rather, natural law is rooted in the nature/essence of some thing. In other words, natural law is that which is good for a thing according to what that thing is (its nature/essence). As Aquinas says, “Hence this is the first precept of law, that ‘good is to be done and pursued, and evil is to be avoided.’ All other precepts of the natural law are based upon this: so that whatever the practical reason naturally apprehends as man’s good (or evil) belongs to the precepts of the natural law as something to be done or avoided.”²

Of course, the question then arises, what is *good*? It cannot be simply what someone happens to desire or think. If that were the case, then everyone’s desires and behaviors
would be “good” and no one would have any grounds for meaningfully saying any other desires or behaviors are actually bad/evil. On the contrary, classically understood good is that which fulfills the end/purpose of some thing according to its nature/essence (i.e., according to what the thing in question is). Again, to quote Aquinas, “Good has the nature of an end, and evil, the nature of a contrary.” For example, an eye that does not hear well provides no useful information regarding whether the eye is good or not. An eye that does not see well, however, is a bad eye because it does not fulfill its purpose.

As was said in chapter five, a thing is good insofar as it is in being (i.e., to whatever extent it exists as the kind of thing it is according to its essence or nature). This is something we discover rather than invent. Thus, this is a completely objective standard of goodness. No matter how much someone wants his eyes to hear, an eye is simply not that kind of thing. Such an example turns to moral goodness when we understand that man, as a rational animal, has an intellect directed towards knowing what is true and good for him, and he has a will directed towards pursuing what he thinks to be good.

That man has an intellect should not need elucidating. The very fact that debates about God and morality take place is illustrative of man’s intellectual powers. Similarly, upon a moment’s reflection, one can see that his intellect is directed towards attaining truth. To deny this fact is actually to confirm it. In other words, if one disagrees with the fact that his intellect is directed towards truth, he would essentially be saying, “Wait a minute. That’s not true!” But if his intellect is not directed towards truth, then who cares if it is not true? What he is communicating by such a statement is that he only wants to believe what is true (i.e., what corresponds to reality), which is precisely the point!

Likewise, upon a moment’s reflection we can see that no one pursues something because he knows it is bad for him. We only ever pursue things we take to be good for us in some way. Even the bank robber who knows he should not steal, sees the “good” of having money to attain his drugs, say, as something to be pursued. He is wrong of course, but he
is still pursuing something he takes to be a good. Even the famed atheist Richard Dawkins cannot escape these truths. In his book *River Out of Eden* he says,

> In a universe of blind physical forces and genetic replication [just electrons and selfish genes], some people are going to get hurt, other people are going to get lucky, and you won’t find any rhyme or reason in it, nor any justice. The universe we observe has precisely the properties we should expect if there is, at bottom, no design, no purpose, no evil and no good, nothing but blind, pitiless indifference. … DNA neither knows nor cares. DNA just is. And we dance to its music.

Dawkins is correct that if there are no purposes towards which we are directed, there could be no actual good, and thus no evil either. However, in *The God Delusion* he talks about a Harvard-trained Christian geologist named Kurt Wise. Wise was a young-earth creationist convinced he could not hold his views and have a career in secular academia. So he left the secular academic world. Dawkins says,

> …I am hostile to fundamentalist religion because…It subverts science and saps the intellect. …the Kurt Wise story is just plain pathetic—pathetic and contemptible. The wound, to his career and his life’s happiness, was self-inflicted, so unnecessary, so easy to escape. …I am hostile to religion because of what it did to Kurt Wise. And if it did that to a Harvard-educated geologist, just think what it can do to others less gifted and less well armed.

Dawkins thinks that science is the only means of knowing truth. Therefore, to “subvert science” is to “sap the intellect.” In other words, Dawkins is saying we should use our intellects to pursue what he thinks is true, and to not do so is “contemptible” and affects our
“life’s happiness.” But this can only be the case if there is a purpose to which our intellect is directed, something Dawkins has in his previous quote already denied but something he cannot actually live out in practice. As philosophers George Klubertanz and Maurice Holloway say,

…our own human intellect is itself a natural power that is ordered to its proper end. For man does not order his intellect to the truth; he finds that of its very nature it is already ordered to the truth. …While man can order himself in many of his actions for ends that he sets up for himself, he nevertheless finds his powers initially finalized [i.e. directed] toward ends that he has not established, but toward which these powers tend of their very nature.⁶

Hence, we all pursue what we take to be good for us. Reason tells us what is actually good for us. Therefore, the rational, or moral, person will use his will to pursue what is actually good for him. Why should we be rational, and thus moral? Like our other faculties, our intellect and will are directed toward their own ends, namely the pursuit and attainment of the true and the good respectively. It is simply a fact of our nature, as was said, that good is to be pursued and evil is to be avoided.

How does this point to God? Man’s intellect, will, and other faculties, as well as their directedness toward certain ends or purposes, is part of the nature of man as a rational animal. Feser says, “…for a thing to have a certain final cause [i.e., goal directedness] entails that it also has a certain formal and material cause and thus a certain nature or essence; otherwise its final cause would not be inherent in it, nor would it be capable of realizing it.”⁷ He goes on to note, as we saw in chapter three, “But the essences that determine the ends of things—our ends, and for that matter the end of reason too as inherently directed toward the true and the good—do not exist independently of God…they pre-exist in the
divine intellect as the ideas or archetypes by reference to which God creates.”

Why must this be the case? Man’s reasoning ability, among other things, is proof that he changes by forming arguments, making judgments, and learning. Thus, man is a limited, contingent, and changeable kind of being. As we have seen, any limited or changing being, as a combination of potency and act, cannot account for its own existence but has an essence that must be joined to an act of existence. Feser continues, “It follows that whatever orders things to their ends must also be the cause of those things and thus (given what was said earlier) Pure Act or Being Itself.” As Klubertanz and Holloway put it, “A natural being is ordered to its proper end both by its nature [essence] and by an intellect. Immediately and intrinsically, it is ordered by its nature, but ultimately and extrinsically, it is so ordered by the divine intellect who has established the end and created the nature.”

In other words, we can ask and answer all kinds of intrinsic questions about a particular musical score to which we are listening without ever discussing the musician, but extrinsically there would be no musical score without a musician. Similarly, because we can know what a human being is and the purposes to which his various faculties are directed as a human, we can ask and answer many intrinsic questions about morality without appealing to God. We can know that morality is objective and that the standard of human goodness is human nature. Extrinsic, however, why do human beings exist with this certain nature? The only rational answer, given the metaphysical reasoning laid forth, is because God is sustaining them in existence at every moment they exist. Therefore, because He is the source of our natures/essences, God is extrinsically, or ultimately, the source of morality.

It does not help to attempt to account for objective morality by saying God’s nature is the standard of goodness as a morally perfect being. God is good in a different way than humans are good. Humans can be good, but God is Goodness itself. No man can approach God’s goodness, but we can more closely approach what it means to be a good human. God cannot be a morally perfect being in the sense that we talk about a morally perfect man. As we
have seen, morality involves fulfilling certain ends/purposes towards which we are directed. As Pure Act, God has no purposes to fulfill, nor could He. Klubertanz and Holloway put it this way, “The essence of God is one with His Being...God is ordered to no end, but all other things are ordered to Him as their final end. It is clear, therefore, that only God possesses all manner of perfection by His very essence. Thus He alone is good through His essence.”

Any attempt to make God a morally perfect being actually makes God a creature. Hence, God is not morally perfect. He is too Good for that!

Appendix 3. Inerrancy

Many people have misconceptions about the doctrine of biblical inerrancy. One popular misconception is they think inerrancy is based on an ancient reading of the Bible. That is, they think some ancient person or council, after collecting the biblical manuscripts, read through them all, and upon not find any errors or perhaps corrected them if they did, pronounced the books inerrant. Another one is that inerrancy is true simply because the Bible claims to be inspired by God and God’s word is true, thus implying the Bible is without error or inerrant. While true, this claim is not the only basis of inerrancy. If it were, we would be reasoning in a circle by saying this claim is contained in the very books we are asserting are completely truthful or without error. Hence, for inerrancy to stand, there must be a better basis. Indeed, these misconceptions about how we reason to an inerrant Bible could not be further from the truth. The doctrine of biblical inerrancy is not based
on any person or group reading through the Bible looking for errors, and it does not suffer the pain of circular reasoning.

Also, we do not have to understand everything in or about the Bible to assert it is inerrant. No doubt, there are things in the Bible not yet fully understood. Some passages are difficult to interpret, and some interpretations are vigorously debated. However, many things in the Bible are plain and simple. Indeed, the essential teachings and doctrines are easily arrived at. This should include such things as the the triune nature of God, the deity of Jesus Christ, his substitutionary atonement, physical resurrection, the gospel, second coming, etc. To these we can say, “The main things are the plain things.” To be sure, an errant Bible does not necessarily mean that Jesus did not rise from the dead. Nevertheless, an errant Bible provides no firm foundation from which to accurately know the Gospel and discover the essential doctrines of the Christian faith.

Inerrancy is important because without it we have no certainty that these essential teachings are true. But how do we get to inerrancy without assuming it? Here are five important questions about biblical inerrancy that reveal how to reason about it and how to arrive correctly at its truth.

**Where Does Inerrancy Begin: “God” or the “Bible”?**

Rather than beginning with the Bible, we begin with what we can know about God apart from the Bible (chapter three). First God exists, and we can come to that without the Bible. Indeed, as one ancient Jewish writer explained, “Because what can be known about God is plain to them, because God has made it plain to them. For since the creation of the world his invisible attributes—his eternal power and divine nature—have been clearly seen, because they are understood through what has been made. So people are without excuse” (Rom. 1:19-20, NET).

One’s acceptance of God may be informal as when one sees creation and concludes God must have created it and sustains it, or formal, as when one gives a valid and sound
argument for the existence of God. It could also be by faith as when one accepts God’s existence on the authority of another such as a teacher, parent, or pastor. None of these are mutually exclusive ways to God’s existence.

Second, one should reason from the existence of God, as the quote implies, to the fact that God is immaterial (not material) and eternal (not finite) having no beginning or end (chapter five). That is, God is Pure Act. Such existence must be perfection or goodness itself, not merely approaching good or maximally good, but identical to absolute Goodness or Perfection. God, Perfection itself, could never create something imperfect. Such can only produce what is finitely good. This also stands for what God communicates to His creatures, which must always be good or true. Again, all this we can reason to apart from anything in the Bible.

Why is the Bible the Word of God?

The Bible is a collection of sixty-six books that, from beginning to end, claims to be the Word of God and proves to be the Word of God. First, it claims to speak for the one and only true God from Genesis to Revelation. It proves this claim by offering a description of God identical to the one offered through reasoning about creation to a sustaining Creator (chapter three). The Bible says God’s divine nature is pure existence (Exod. 3:14), eternal (Pslm. 90:2), immutable (Malachi 3:6), perfect (Matthew 5:48), and cannot lie (Tit. 1:2). There can only be one God, one such being that is Pure Act. Therefore, the God of the Bible is the one true God (Deut. 6:4). Second, the Bible was written by prophets who offered multiple miracles to the people they knew to confirm they were speaking for God. Such miracles are clearly in the category of what God alone can do. They create life from non-life (Exod. 8:19) and raise the dead (1 Kings 17:17-24). Third, these prophets offered to their future readers hundreds of precise predictions hundreds of years in advance (Dan. 9:25-27). Finally, we know historically that Jesus of Nazareth claimed to be God incarnate (John 8:58), the promised Messiah who God raised from the dead (chapter four).
This same Jesus taught that the Bible is the Word of God from the mouths of the prophets (Luke 11:49-51) and promised the same prophetic ability for his immediate disciples and apostles (John 14:26). Such signs are unmistakable from the true God and used to back up the spoken and written word of the prophets.

God, because He is absolute perfection, would never allow real miracles or prophecy to be done through a false teacher or false religion. So, the religion that contains multiple miracles and prophecies that only God can do is the true message from God. These truths can be discovered by anyone’s reading of the Bible, believer or not.

**How is the Bible the Word of God?**

The apostles give us the best description of how the Bible is inspired by God. Peter says, “Above all, you do well if you recognize this: No prophecy of scripture ever comes about by the prophet’s own imagination, for no prophecy was ever borne of human impulse; rather, men carried along by the Holy Spirit spoke from God” (2 Pet. 1:20-21, NET).

Peter teaches that the origin of prophecy is God. It is through a human prophet. It is verbal or in words. It is the prophet’s original words spoken (or written) from God that carry the divine authority from God. Written copies and translations of those words are not technically inspired but can only carry its divine authority to the extent they preserve the meaning of the originals.

Paul says, “Every scripture is inspired by God and useful for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness” (2 Tim. 3:16, NET). He says it is the written text (Scripture) that is inspired (breathed out) by God and this applies to “all” or “every” Scripture. That is the entirety or whole of the written text. It is not limited to this part or that part or this topic and that topic in the text. It is all that is written by the prophet under divine inspiration.

**What Does “Cannot Err” Mean and Not Mean?**

Philosophy tells us that truth is that which corresponds to reality. Jesus of Nazareth
teaches us that the Word of God is truth (John 17:17), indestructible (Matt. 5:17-18), infallible (John 10:35) and has divine authority to rebuke even the highest of creatures (Matthew 4:4, 7, 10). Hence, inerrancy follows from the perfection and power of God.

Inerrancy guarantees the truth of all the Bible teaches, implies, and entails whether spiritual (unseen) matters or factual (seen) matters. When the Bible speaks of how the heavens go, it is so. Likewise, when the Bible speaks of how to get to heaven, it is so. As Jesus said to Nicodemus, “If I have told you people about earthly things and you don’t believe, how will you believe if I tell you about heavenly things?” (John 3:12, NET).

However, inerrancy does not imply that everything recorded in the Bible is true or even right. There are lies in the Bible (Gen. 3:4) and evil acts (Gen. 4:8), not everything recorded is approved. What is true is that someone lied or did evil as recorded in the Bible, not that the lie is true, or the act is right. Inerrancy does not mean that everything said must be mathematically precise, or all quotations must be verbatim, or that the truth revealed must be exhaustive. It does not mean that we must hold all the personal or cultural beliefs of the writers. It only entails that we must hold beliefs that are affirmed or taught in Scripture.

Finally, it does not mean everything in the Bible is literal. There are many figures of speech used and therefore many ways truth can apply to reality. Indeed, consider the following grammatical figures of speech used in the Bible that show different ways it can apply to reality: literally (Mark 1:16), allegorically (Gal. 4:23-24), metaphorically (Isa. 55:12), similarly (Isa. 7:2), analogically (2 Cor. 5:7), symbolically (Heb. 9:7-9), hyperbolically (Judg. 7:12), phenomenologically (Joel 2:31), informally (Num. 11:21), synecdochically (Matt. 6:11), and metonymically (Matt. 8:8; Luke 7:6).

Is There an Argument for Biblical Inerrancy?

There is an argument for biblical inerrancy that is quite simple:

1. God cannot err.
2. The Bible is the Word of God.
3. Therefore, the Bible cannot err.
We know from reasoning about creation that God cannot err. We know the Bible claims to be the Word of God and proves to be the Word of God. Therefore, the Bible cannot err.

Logically, there are only two ways to deny this statement: “The Bible, which is the Word of God, cannot error.” One is to deny that the Bible is the Word of God. The other is to deny that God must always speak the truth (or be perfect). You likely will not find a Christian willing to say the Bible is not God’s word or that God can err. Yet, if you agree that the Bible is the Word of God and God is perfect, then you must conclude the Bible cannot error.

In the end, to deny or alter the inerrancy of the Bible is to attack the divine nature of God and the Son of God who taught it was completely true. Yes, inerrancy is as old as the Bible and like all truth, it cannot go away. But it can be forgotten, misunderstood, poorly reasoned, and attacked. Hopefully, more will see biblical inerrancy properly understood and reasoned. As only inerrancy maintains the divine authority of biblical teaching, the main things, the plain things, even the difficult things we may fully understand one day. As the prophet Isaiah says, “The grass dries up, the flowers wither, but the decree of our God is forever reliable” (Isa. 40:8, NET).

Given that truth is that which corresponds to reality, that God, as ultimate reality, is Truth itself, and that we have every reason to believe the Bible is trustworthy when it claims to be the Word of God, then we have every reason to believe it is without error.

**Appendix 4. Evil & Suffering**

If what has been put forward in the preceding chapters about reality, God, human beings, and Christianity are correct, then we must use this information to understand and, perhaps here only briefly, clarify the perennial questions about evil and suffering. Toward this end, we will first review some concepts related to existence: God’s nature, creation,
good, and evil. Then we will offer brief answers to some questions related to God and evil.¹

While a defense of God’s nature cannot be made here, there are two relevant points that must be taken from such a defense (see chapters three and five). First, God is *simple* as opposed to composed. This entails something very important about God. Namely, God is not created. God is not changeable in any way. Thus, God is not an individual belonging to the natural or physical world as everything created is composed and changeable, but God is not. Therefore, there is an important distinction to be made between *all* created things and the *one* uncreated God.

Second, God is *Good* in an absolute sense (see chapter five). This does not mean that good is a property to be ascribed to God or even that God is maximally good. It means that Goodness and God Himself cannot be distinguished. They are one and the same. Moral goodness is only something that can be ascribed to creatures that behave, which change and need improvement. While we can say God is good, we cannot say God needs moral improvement. Thus, God cannot be considered a creature that acts morally in the world. Hence, God is not morally obligated or in need of acting according to a standard or law. Such descriptions as ‘morally good’ are only applicable to creatures found in the world. These two points are often lost in a discussion of God and evil.

Because every created thing changes, it is dependent. God alone must give existence to all creation and keep it in continued existence (see chapter three). Some of the things God creates are living substances (vegetation, animals, human beings, etc.) with corresponding natures/essences. Because God is absolute Good, he can only create good creatures that are limited by their natures. Everything created has an efficient cause (God) and a final cause, or end/purpose, towards which it is directed in accord with its nature.

**What is Good and Evil?**

The term *good* as applied to existing creatures is usually descriptive. Something is
good if it possesses what it should have, or does what it should do, according to its essence or nature (i.e., what it is). For example, a cat is considered a good cat if it is healthy and behaves in ways we would expect cats to function. Even a virus, doing what viruses do, is good in this sense. Likewise, we know what a good human being is in terms of her health or his behavior because of their human nature. Here good is not a term meaning absolute perfection. As has already been said, a thing is good insofar as it exists as the kind of thing it should be according to its essence or nature. Evil or badness, on the other hand, has no actual nature. It is not a thing or substance to be found in creation. Instead, evil or badness can only be found in some thing already created.

Hence, evil must be a lack in some created thing, a lack of a certain good that should be there. For example, blindness in a cat or person is bad or evil because sight should be there. But not every absence of a good is bad. For example, a rock or a plant not having sight is not a bad thing as its nature is not the kind of thing that has such a feature. No doubt evil can also be the presence of a thing or substance where it should not be. For example, if you feed the cat poison, it will die because poison should not be in the cat. Let us, however, consider these two options under the heading of privation as the absence of some good or the presence of some good that should not be there.

**God, Creation, and Evil**

God, because he is absolute Goodness, freely wills to create only good things according to their finite natures. While God can create anything that is not impossible, God has freely willed that all such things in creation be interdependent. This we know from observing creation. The tree depends upon water to survive. The cat depends upon eating other animals to survive. The lack of these things results in an evil suffered, namely starvation. We can perhaps conceive of creation being other than this, such as each nature existing as an independent form with no interdependence on anything else, but such a world does not
seem worthy of dominion or rule by a rational creature such as a human being.

God is free to create since nothing in His nature or acting on Him from without forces Him to do so. In creating everything good, according to its nature, God does not, and cannot, directly produce evil though He may permit the possibility of evil. Because God is good, even His permitting the possibility of evil is only ultimately a means to a good end for His creation. For example, consider a toaster that is actually being held together by and receiving power from the company that made it. The company in this example is still only the indirect cause of any bread being toasted. Someone must still press the button to begin the toasting process. If the button is not pressed, the company cannot be blamed for the bread not being toasted.

Because God created rational creatures (i.e., human beings) to live within and govern His world, there are two broad classifications of evil: *evil suffered* and *evil done*. The first, *evil suffered*, is a lack or privation in a person because the interactive and interdependent world God created, for whatever reason, fails to provide their good. When healthy humans get a good virus, a person is sick. The evil has no nature or substance, but it is real since there is a privation in the person. Hence, God is not the direct cause of evil suffered. It is a by-product of the interacting, interdependent world God directly creates and holds in existence. And because God is good, all evil suffered has a concomitant good involved that we may or may not understand.

The second concerns evil done, or sin. It is good that humans can make choices. It is bad that humans make choices against what is good for them and others. We are created by God to have and to exercise free will. Such choices, however, can be made that lack goodness. Even when our Creator tells us what is not good (what is evil) for us, we can freely chose to do it anyway. Is God responsible for this? Not at all. Evil of this kind is not a nature or substance in itself although it is real. While the occurrences of committing evil (sin) are allowed to exist by God, He does not cause sin directly even though He
sustains in existence the sinners who choose to sin. While God in His sovereignty causes our existence and ensures our free will in accord with its nature and limitations, He does not choose our actions for us. We choose them and are responsible for them.

In short, God is not directly responsible for evil suffered since it is a by-product of the good interactive material world God created and sustains. Evil done is directly willed by people and not directly willed by God. God allows the possibility of a free human (a good) to choose something bad. Hence, God does not directly cause evil, but He creates and sustains a world in which evil is permitted, knowing that He will bring good out of that evil. God’s causation of our existence does not eliminate our free will. Such sovereignty ensures and enables the possibility and actuality of free human choices.

Common Questions

Since God created everything, must He have created evil? God did not directly create evil. Evil has no essence or nature. Evil is a by-product of the good things God created because of their interdependent natures, or it is a result of a creature’s rational free will wrongly exercised. God only creates the possibility of evil.

From where did evil come? We might say evil suffered is an indirect result of the kind of world God created. One might object that it should be some other world, but it needs to be a world worthy and fitting for rational creatures to rule. Furthermore, if there were no rational creatures to find order and reason within the apparent randomness in such a world, then evil suffered would not be real. Evil done is purely the result of free will exercised wrongly by a rational creature in the world that God created. In either case, God is only the indirect cause. He can no more be blamed for it than a company can be blamed for a bad toaster, which the customer never properly used.

How can God be all-good and all-powerful and allow evil to exist? God being absolute Goodness and knowing everything only allows evil to exist in order to ultimately bring
about a greater good for His creation. People must recognize and trust in God’s all-lovingness and all-knowingness to bring this about. As hard as it is, we must live with our limitations in knowledge and understanding of the world and learn to rest in God’s reasons for allowing some evil. God, because He is all-good, will defeat all evil (and will do it in a manner that preserves the free choices of his rational creatures). God, because He is all-powerful, can defeat all evil. And only God, since He is all-knowing, knows the best means and ways to defeat all evil.

*Why does God allow so much evil?* As horrific and long-lasting as some evil is, this question seems to assume too much. First, we have no agreed-upon way to measure or calculate amounts of evil. Second, even if we did, there is no person(s) that knows all the evil that has or will ever be suffered or done. Admittedly, we must appeal to faith in an all-good and all-knowing God. God only allows evil to exist in the world (in whatever amounts/duration) to use as a means to bring about a greater good. Destroying free will would itself be a direct evil.

The struggle to understand evil and suffering is on-going. No human has the complete answer or understanding for any instance of evil and suffering. That is why we must remember that God has given believers a glimpse into the life to come for those who love Him and abhor evil. “[God] will wipe away every tear from their eyes, and death will not exist any more—or mourning, or crying, or pain, for the former things have ceased to exist” (Rev. 21:4, NET).

*Learn More at www.SES.edu*
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13. Lest someone think these examples are extreme, this issue of the attributes of God is becoming increasing more troubling even within evangelical circles. A perusal of systematic theologies and other sources dealing with Theology Proper over the last 150 years shows a marked drift away from the classical attributes of God. This drift (or in some cases, deliberate migration) is illustrated by the dispute over Open Theism. Gregory Boyd, in discussing certain passages of Scripture that describes God as experiencing regret or uncertainty about future outcomes, comments, “It is, I submit, more difficult to conceive of God experiencing such things if the future is exhaustively settled in his mind than if it is in part composed of possibilities.” [Gregory A. Boyd, “Neo-Molinism and the Infinite Intelligence of God,” Philosophia Christi 5, no.1 (2003): 192.] Time and space will not permit me here to examine the status of other attributes of God that are fading away within evangelical circles, including simplicity and impassibility. Nor will time and space permit me to go into the details of why these matter. The question one must ask, however, is how the aberrant or heretical thinking of Finis Jennings Dake and others can be answered. It is my contention that it can only be answered by sound philosophy and sound principles of hermeneutics (which themselves are defended by sound philosophy).
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